Introduction
Today and with the advances in technology, industrial machinery become increasingly complicated and at the same time more sensitive and require further attention; since their fault and failure might lead to overwhelming costs (1) . Accordingly, reliability, accessibility and lower failure and service time of the machines are of great importance in industrial applications. In the same regard, condition monitoring is widely considered as an effective and efficient method for increasing factors such as reliability, health and optimized performance of machineries (2) . Furthermore, a wide range of studies are conducted regarding condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of machineries and many articles have been published in recent years (1) . Condition monitoring is defined as fault diagnosis and maintaining the machines while they are working (3) . Generally, condition monitoring is based on regular data recording of dynamic features of the machines and comparing them to their intact or normal state. In classical condition monitoring, fault diagnosis is usually based on either vibration data or acoustic data (1, 4) . Many methods are introduced and conducted for one-sensor condition monitoring and based on one type data either vibrations (5, 6) or acoustic (7) and using one classifier such as support vector machine (8) , artificial neural network (ANN) (6) , fuzzy logic (9) . But studies show that using only one sensor includes many limitations in detecting delicate faults and specific applications in condition monitoring. The matter emphasizes on using multi data resources and data fusion (1) . (3, 4, 5 (10) . (7, 10 
Signal processing

Although acoustic and vibration data carry significant and useful data about the machine conditions, they include not only fault signals but they carry all components signals. Presence of the noises in time domain signals faces fault detection with challenges
Removing this problem requires the signals to transmit from time domain to frequency or time-frequency domain so that besides removing noise, it allows useful data collection. There a variety of methods for signals processing among which Wavelet analysis, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) and etc can be mentioned. Fast Fourier Transform is one of the commonest signal processing methods widely used in condition monitoring. The FFT technique transfers the signals from time domain to frequency domain. However, the method has no good performance in unstable and non-stationary conditions and also do not represent time features of the signals well
Feature extraction
Wavelet coefficients could not directly use as inputs of classifier and a post process stage is
needed to prepare data for classifier (7) . The procedure of extracting useful information from raw signals is the so-called feature extraction (2) . 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
Artificial neural network (ANN) is one of the most widely used artificial intelligence methods in condition monitoring and fault diagnosis (7) , and also it was used for classification the different conditions of gears in this study. Outlet layer of all networks included four neurons, since it was defined as a 1-row-4-column matrix with 0-1 digits to define desired class. This means 0-1-0-0 and 0-0-1-0 outputs respectively is related to second and third classes of the quartet classes. Nevertheless, the most important layer in designing neural
Table1. Some features and their formulas that used to feed classifier
After fusion the extracted features, a larger group of 60 features composed. Now, it was required the networks designs to change and since each feature had an input neuron, the optimal neural network structure designed was 60*10*4.
Feature level data fusion
Till recent years, using one data source (e.g., an acoustic or vibration sensor) was enough to supply industrial needs including condition monitoring and fault diagnosis. But for complex machinery, one sensor does not possess data collection capacity and required accuracy for condition monitoring and fault diagnosis the equipment. Accordingly, for the sake of further accuracy, we need data fusion methods (2) . Data fusion is the method addresses the estate of fusion data from different sources toward the best decision making. In recent years, data fusion has attracted a wide attention for its wide applications in military and non-military, robotic, intelligent condition monitoring and etc industries (12) (1, 14) . In fact, feature level and decision level are both two powerful and close methods working closely and sometimes overlap each other. However, in recent years, the latter has been a greater focus of the field researchers and in fact the former has not received enough attention (15) . 
